


Moving on from the last chapter 

We are going to work on Rounding the Fantail area (at last), we have a few alterations to do first.

Starting with selecting these surface areas on the Fantail.

Now Merge them Shift+Z.

Using the Rounder tool in these areas I found it gave some undesired artifacts, so after some time working on this area I  
found this approach helped a lot 

By Merging these areas we do away with these and we get a much cleaner Rounding action, which in turn helps us in the 
next step, trial and error modeling.

Before I go on with this. You may have noticed these 2 Points are very close together and that they may restrict the range of 
the Rounder action. You are of course right and to ensure that I cover all aspect of modeling, I will now adjust this.



Select a few Polygons above the line in question.

Use the BandSaw Pro to cut a new line above the offending point, you can see the cut has gone right around the object. 

It will speed things up it you remove half of the Hangar as I have here.



Now start selecting the Old Points and Weld them to the new position, as you can see here. 

I have Welded all of the Points along the hull in-favor of the new BandSaw Pro cut, all except the last one indicated by the 
red arrow. That one has to remain where it is for when we reconnect the sections of the Secondary Hull.

Now open the Statistic Tool (w) in Polygon Mode and select the 2 Vertices, using the + symbol and delete them.



For those of you who still have this group of Polygons connected to the model, you can now delete them.

Now mirror the Hangar area. 

Now back to the last Rounding action here.

Select all the Points on the rim of both the Fantail and the Hangar Outer Hull.



Here are the setting I gave it, note that I altered the Inset Distance from 2” to 1.5” and the O.G.L Poly to setting to 30.0%, 

Check that no Points or Polygons Lines overlap each other, check out the model now for any errors, later is be to late, this is 
you best chance to undo.

Also check the bottom of the Fantail here we added the cuts in the previous chapter, making sure you have not crossed  
Polygons or Points overlapping each other here, if you have you will need to undo the last Rounding operation and redo it  
with setting that cause the least problems.

Also I want to Reconnected these Points, I selected one of the Points in the new curve.



Press L on your keyboard to use the connect tool.

This is looking just fine, note these 2 object are not reconnected, each is still in it own layer if you check the setting above.

What about the other sections, again I think this is looking good.



The Hangar Doors

I will say that at this stage I am happy with the build and I think I have no further need for the Boolean-cutting shapes we 
created from this point on. So you will note in the images displayed here the layers from area 2 yellow arrow will not be as 
full compared to images in the earlier chapters, I have moved the tools into layers further back to keep them out of the way 
and also close at hand in the event they are needed again. 

Display Only 

This is to keep things tidy and easier for me to keep things organized and I hope presentable.

This image will give you can idea of what I mean, you can see I have the aft Hangar, the forward section and the Boolean-
cut block´s, with the over all Secondary Hull saved in the layers of area 8.



Before we move on to the building the Hangar doors, I want to look at what we know about this area of the ship and I can 
say there is very little official, so how does the mechanism work? There is not a lot of information available to show how far 
the doors go back to the inner wall and the arch entrance/exit of the inner bay, so best guess.

The Enterprise model was never meant to be scrutinized this closely so there are going to be problems lining things up, so  
you just have to make your mind up and do what you think it should be. No one can tell you otherwise

  
(1) Observation dome & Aft view-port *

                                                                   (2) Homing Beacon & Navigational array /
                                                                   (3) Alternative Arrangement

I am adding this shaded area that represents a version I like and makes a lot of sense.
There are a few manuals for the original model around and each that I have access to seem to deal with the dome above the 

Hangar doors differently as noted above, observation dome or navigational array – you choose.

* U.S.S. Enterprise officer manual by Geoffrey Mandel & Doug Drexler.
/ Star Trek Star fleet Technical Manual by Franz Joseph

As for the location of the rear wall where the Hangar doors are located, Charles Casimiro deals with that in his detailed
sketches file, found Here: you should have a look at it.

(4) This is Charles Casimiro´s (old) cross-section
This give´s us our best and really our only information above and it is to the same scale as his original 2003

 
Edition Blueprints that are still to be found on his website not his 2008 versions that we are using for this tutorial. 

so the height is slightly different:

Link to blueprints

http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/18_07.jpg%20
http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/blueprints.html


Here is a revised  Right-side Backdrop image,  I have my model in the frame, I also have the Points selected to show the 
location of the inner wall/arch.

We will start by creating a simple shape using the Ball Tool, I went back to the original side image,  start by placing the 
mouse icon just below the landing platform deck and draw out until you have the overall area filled, then press ( n) to open 
the Numeric Tool and change the settings to as you see above.

In the Radius X field I entered 24, which in our scale of things is 24 ft.



Now we need to increase the Sides and Segments, the default is not enough. I changed the Sides to 80.

Select the Bottom Half and delete it, then select the Inner Remaining Half and delete that.

This is how it looks in Smooth Shade, but we will have to decided what way we want to detail it.

The are a few ways to build this, the path I have chosen is to build this for a future tutorial where I will build the Hangar bay 
and have the Hangar doors open, for rendering or animations.



My approach

Select the these polygon going to the side, 5 Across and 19 going up making 95 in total, I stopped near the top then copy.

Now Paste into a New Layer, there is no information as to its thickness so I am going to estimate it or guess it. In this part  
we are going to be  Copying and  Pasting  a lot, then using the  Smooth-Shift Tool or press  Shift + f on the keyboard to 
activate.

Now press Smooth-Shift and in the Offset Field enter 3”, at this point I want you to remember that you still have the copied  
object to hand and we will be posting it again into this same layer. 

Essentially posting in the same layer twice!!



I have Re-pasted the Copied object into the same layer again, you can see in the image above the double lines.

Select any Polygon in the new object, press the alt-gr key and ] to select all the Polygons that we just pasted in.

As you see here, all the Polygons are selected apart from the outer area. 



Press  (f) to Flip the selected Polygons, then deselect the Polygons, now press (m) to  Merge them where I eliminated 48 
Points in the Merge action. 

 You will have to repeat this every time you paste these two object together making them one piece. 

Now select the next section / area, again I have selected 5 Polygons across and 19 Polygons up making 95 in total, copy and 
paste in the next free layer.

I have pasted it into a New Layer and using the first segment as a reference point, you can see that we have offset between 
the other Hangar door and this new one. 



Again we Smooth-Shift the object, but this time in the other direction offset -3”, as you see above.

Once again (f) Flip the object, you still have the original to Paste in to the layer again.

Paste and then Merge (m) the Points again.



Now select the next section over, select 5 Polygons across and 19 Polygons going up, Copy and Paste into a New Layer.

From this point we have to change our approach slightly, as you can see these layers are level so we need to repeat the  
Smooth-Shift offset action not once but twice to bring it to the same level.

This is the first (1) Smooth-Shift Offset action, to bring it to the same level as the inner surface area.



Now select the other Rim area and delete it.

Then copy (Ctrl + c) the remaining surface! This is for the next Hangar door.

Repeat the Smooth-Shift, with the Offset to the same -3”, we keep the rim this time.



Deselect the surface and then flip (f) the surface.

Then Paste (Ctrl + v) the copied surface on to the obj, then (m) Merge the Points.

The last section, as you can see the Smooth-Shift will have to go a little further in or back depending on your point of view.

This section is very repetitive



Now in each of the layers, go and MirrorX them, until each has a twin like you see above.

This is what you will have with each layer mirrored, notice the active layers above.
Surface (q) name: 0014—Hangar Doors

Until I can build the hanger bay model I will placing these into the same layer, if you get to the stage where you want to  
animate them opening or closing they (the doors) would have to be in their own layers, I will post some information on this  
in the future via the download website or blog. 

This is done.

But you could still tweak it a bit, by cutting in some groves on the landing deck area for the Hangar doors to sit in, but that  
will be for future updates, if and when I get to-do the Hangar bay.



The Warp Engines

The warp engines are easy enough after the Secondary Hull build, you may or may not agree, but it has its finer Points and 
its Boolean-cut along the inner axis.

It also has a number of nurnies or greeble, these are some objects that add detail to a model, the original Enterprise has very 
few nurnies or greeble´s apart from the engine area. I have already altered the backdrop images again to get you started.

I highly recommend that you download the images from Charles Casimiro´s website and have a go at cutting them to size 
for your modeling, its something you need to get  used too, if you have not done so check out the 001 blueprints and  
backdrops chapter. Blueprints

Fictional Specifications
Length, engine pods: 504 ft
Diameter, engine pods: 60 ft

This 60 ft does not work for us. 
I used 504 and 53 ft instead

Load up the Quad View with all the backdrops in place, we are going to focus on the Side and Front image and specifically 
the Warp Engines.

http://home.earthlink.net/~casimiro/blueprints.html


Create a Box (Shift + x) over the engine and now open the Numeric tool (n) and the indicated fields enter the numbers you 
see above and split the X & Y Segments into (2), as an additional visual aid, position it as over the engine.

Now press F2 to relocate it to the central axis, like the Primary and the Secondary Hulls we are going to use the axis to help 
the Lathe operation.

As you can see better without the backdrop images, and we are going too use the Pen Tool to start this, you could use the 
Disc Tool, but I have decided on the Pen. 



For this part to work you will need to grab the Warp Engine from your Side Blueprint image and take care to Crop it, once 
done load the engine into the Backdrop view, Front and Right-side.

With the  Pen Tool, start placing  Points going around the  Engine Side Profile until only the top portion of the engine is 
covered, you will note that I have paced the Aft Points out over the backdrop image area, as we will be Boolean-cutting the 
shape out it does not matter.

Note: this jagged effect behind the Bussard collector or dome, 
we are going to Boolean-cut this area too.



Before we Lathe it as before we select the 2 lower Points and open the set-value tool and select the Y-axis and select OK, 
once you have done that, use the set-value on the whole obj and set to the X-axis to fix it to the center line.

Now select Lathe and it will open with 24 side in the Z-axis, so how many Sides do we want to give it?

I decided on 100 Sides to keep things easy to illustrate.

In the next layer we work on the Bussard´s, for the Bussard dome, I am using the Ball Tool to start, using the right view-port 
and dragged the shape out.



Opened the Numeric tool while the Ball is still active, set it to the Z-axis and gave it 100 Sides  to line up with the engine, 
for the Segments I decided on 60, still it only a flat 2 dimensional object, time to give it the 3D look, in the  Radius-X you 
see it´s at 0-ft, change it to 23´4” as it is in the Radius-Y.

As you seen in the image above.

Select  the inner half  of the ball  as  you see above and delete it,  taking care not to delete any part  that  could be seen  
externally.



This is how things stand now.

We are now going to work on the Inner Groove (I have no other name for it), at best it my guess work for its depth into the 
engine, 

So I copied and pasted the engine into a New Layer and this will remove half of it, so the image is clearer for you to see and  
follow it.

This is what I will work on for the groove, you do not have to do this but it might help to keep things simple and easy to  
follow

Just to reminded you, I have placed the other half of this in a New Layer.



Open the Ball Tool and create in the Front View-port, Radius-X set to 8´ and in the Radius -Y set to 12´ in the center of the 
Grid

In the Radius-Z adjust to 14´3” approximately, with 60 Sides and we need to increase the Segments.

In the Segments I entered 30.

Now we are going to move it slightly to the side, offset-X 6´and apply, this is one of 2 moves we will be making.



We have moved the object to the side, select the part of the surface that is highlighted, and delete.

Open the Point Statistics and select the 2 Polygons and press (p), this part is our inner wall of the groove.

Now select the other half from the tallest or widest point and delete that.

Again open the Points Statistics and select the 2 Polygons and press (p).



Now I used the Knife tool and cut down to one side of the center, I will repeat this one the other side.

You can see I made 2 cuts here.

Then select one side and move it to its position.

Now as I have move this forward I have also positioned it further forward than the backdrop image line indicates,  its  
difficult to have two curve surfaces line up nicely with each other, you may have to tweak this yourself to get it right.



You may have this surface result from the knife cutting operation, note the Central line its not seen clearly in the next image.

To remove it, Select the Knife Cut Points and the Central Line Points and Set-value to the Z-axis.

Then Merge the Points, but with the range set to fixed and alter the distance, I eliminated 22 Points in this case.

Use the Polygon Statistics option and remove the 2 Vertices.



Now move the remaining part back toward its desired position.

Like so. 

Now we move object into position.

Select the object in Polygon Mode, now to move the object, select the Numeric (n) Tool and Offset X by 18´8”. 



This is its new position to the side, we now have to angle it so it lines up with the engine.

Select the Rotate Tool, enter 0.6º into the Angle set to the Y-axis and Apply.

The object has rotated slightly and is more or less the same Forward and Aft.

Now we Boolean-cut (Subtract) out the groove, 



The forward groove is as I want it to be, with a slight curve (or is it concave). as always, press (m) to Merge the Points.

The forward groove is as I want it to be, with a slight curve (or is it concave). 

Apart from the curve over all shape, so use the Stretch Tool and placing the cursor over the  Vertical line  separating the 
curved area from the level area and draw the shape back slightly. 

You only need to do this if the curved area is to far forward over the backdrop image as mine is above.

Like so, I will be doing the same on the aft curve. 



With each copied half of the warp engine active in their respective layers, I use the knife tool to cut through the engine at 
this area you see above.

You will note that the aft area of the groove is flatter than the forward section and has a kind of wedge shape, so we need to  
alter what we have done.

These 2 sections we don´t need and could cause some surface errors we just don´t need, look at the images to see what I  
have done, I will clean this up and show only aspects I think are relevant, like the Secondary Hull tiding up as you go. 

Welding Points is a start, you will have to decide what you need and what you don´t.

Take some time here to read and look at the images, as I said you need to decide what you need and what can be removed,  
your main task is to maintain the smooth shape of the Warp Engine, and at the same time remove any Points that are just not  
needed. 



Then I started to select the Points and Weld them from the inner area to the Outer Points, working my way around.

When I get to single Points like the 2 in the right hand image, I Weld to the red arrow point, I have a few exceptions when  
there are connect to segment lines.

Make sure that you Weld the Points out to the Points on the edge and use your view-ports to your best advantage.

 Here I have in the lower level Welded all the Points, where we need to decide on what Points we need to hold the shape of 
the curve, the Red line is showing where we will be adding a new knife cut.



You can see  Surface Errors, our curved surface is not looking as smooth as we want it to be.  you can also clean up the 
Welded Points, removing them via Polygon Statistics tool, look at the 1 vertex and 2 Vertices and delete them.

Some times adding a new cut either with the Knife tool or the BandSaw Pro, etc can help to reduce surface errors like the  
one above, normally I find them when we Boolean to objects.

If you remember I removed half of this to work on, and if you did the same you can active the layer its in, check the 
following image where you see I have the 2 layers active, I am going to use the Knife tool and want the both Sides  to 
reflect the same cut

We can used the Knife tool here and cut down through the disc as close to the edge of the groove curve, you will note the 
smoothing error on the outer section of the engine has been greatly reduced because of the Knife cut. 

Only the groove is still effected, but we will be dealing with that shortly.



Then I select the Engine Outer Surface (not the groove) and using the Knife tool make a few Vertical Cuts over the Points 
like I have indicated.

This next step is how I approached this area of the model and I think it works well enough 

I continue the Knife Cuts around like so Zooming in and out to check the position of the knife cut over the Points around the 
groove cut.



I check and see if any Points need Welding, you may not get get them all but get as close as you can.

I found that if I removed this Line on the Yellow Arrow I got a better result. 

At the forward groove cut, I will again use the knife and work here, to move things on I will show the result as I have 
covered what I do here a number of times.

Again I tried to get as close to the groove curve Points as I can and see about tiding it up as best you can, remember to  
persevere the curve as much as possible.



This is my result.

The Warp Engine Cowl

The rear section of the engine  like the Secondary Hull Fantail  will require the use of the  Spline Draw,  Extrude, and the 
Boolean-cut, To move this section forward I am not going to give a step by step approach as I have already covered it in the 
Secondary Hull chapter its the very same approach. 

Now for the rear section of the engine, use the Knife Tool  and cut where you see these 2 vertical lines in the backdrop 
image, then copy this section for where you made the first Knife cut.

And paste it in a New Layer so we can work on the next stage of the engine build.
The naming of  each surface gets  a  little  involved,  because you have to  have  each  Engine Port  and Starboard named 
individually if in the future you want to texture them, again I suggest you download another Enterprise model (lightwave of  
course) and check its surface setting if its using textures and see how they are set up. 

Prologic9 is one of the best textured models available.
You need to be a member of foundation3d to download any models.

I high recommend that you do. 

http://www.foundation3d.com/
http://www.foundation3d.com/index.php?categoryid=38&p13_sectionid=307&p13_fileid=534


To get the ball rolling, create a Spline Line and trace around the backdrop shape, use the Set-value to place it in the X-axis 
when you have done that. 

Now Extrude the Spline Line back in the Right-Side View-port, then Extrude from the side (using the Front view-port) from 
the center out, using the Set-value tool if required to the X-axis. 

Then  Mirror-X it, taking care to remove the inner surface before mirroring or else you will get some unnecessary poly 
surfaces. Now Boolean-cut (Subtract) again, we will need the cutting shape later on so don´t delete it. 



Open the Point Statistics and select the 0 and the 1 Polygons and delete them, before moving one check it over and make  
sure that you did not remove a point that you need.

Then I removed one half and if you check the Points at the end (yellow box) you should have 51 Points, you should have the 
same in the Green Box in the Side View port.  

Extrude to the side.



Then select the outer surface including the top and bottom and use the Set-Value tool set to X-axis, then delete it

You should have the remaining.

Now MirrorX that and it looks close enough and I am happy with that.

Now I repeated the BandSaw Pro and Cut operation on this part of the engine as we did on the Secondary Hull Fantail, so 
we can use the Rounder tool on the edge.



Select the Rounder Tool and press (n) for the Numeric and enter the setting that you like or copy mine. Surface (q) name: 
0029—SB Warp Shield Cowl

Looks OK.

This is our the next area to be worked on.

For the front section use your Pen Tool and trace the wave like shape, I ensured that the Points were On or Over the top 
most line of the background engine. Make sure you center it using the Set Value tool (v).



Now use the Lathe tool and give the Sides 100 to tie in with the Main Engine object.

With the Engine in the main layer and the cutting tool in the background layer and now Boolean-cut it.

Boolean-cut it, set to Subtract. 

You could get this error message once or twice, just OK them, or you can adjust the Pen wave shape to see if it helps.



We need to clean the cut up, so Merge the Points (m), check your Statistics (w) and look for the (0) or (1) or (2) Points and 
see why there are there, some could be overlapping.

When done select the Points you see above at the edge, use the Rounder tool with luck only the outer Points will be effect.

Looks a lot better, the forward area will also need to be done, but later. Surface (q) name:  0019 - SB Warp Engine Field 
Coils.

Now lets move to the rear section.

Next Volume

This work is Copyright to Gerard Duffy (Taranis) 2011.
Please don´t alter or distribute this without first seeking permission. 


